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FRIDAY, 18 APRIL, 1919.

Admiralty,
18th April, 1919.

The following, despatches describe the
sinking of an enemy raider by H.M. Ships
"•Achilles" and '"Dundee" in March, 1917.(
This raider was, it is now known, commissioned'
'as the German auxiliary cruiser " Leopard,"
being in fact no other than the British steamer
" Yarrowdale," captured by the raider
"•Moeiwe" in 'December, 1916, and fitted out
in' Germany for service as a raider: —
•From Commander-in-GEief, Grand Fleet, to

Admiralty.

' '-Queen Elizabeth,"

Sir,
March, 1917.

I have the honour to transmit, herewith,
for the information of their Lordships, reports
from'the Commanding Officers of " Achilles "
and " Dundee," on the action between those
ships and an enemy .raider on 16th March,
1917, in latitude '64° 54' N., longitude
0° 22' E., resulting in the sinking of the raider -
with all hands.

The raider appears to have had a heavy
torpedo armament, and evidently" hoped, by

manoauvring during chase and boarding, to
•torpedo both "Achilles" and "Dundee."
This was prevented by the skilful handling of
both ships. The 'Commanding Officer of
"Dundee" displayed excellent judgment in
manoeuvring his ship in such a way that he was
able to pour in a hot fire for five or six minutes
at a range of 1,000 .yards before the raider
could bring a gun to bear.

After weighing the evidence, I am satisfied
that no submarine was present. The object
reported -by "Achilles" as a mine, and by
"Dundee" as a submarine, was probably -a
cask, possibly containing oil, leakage of which
would have given 'the appearance; of the wake
noted iby ''_ Dundee.''

I 'very -much regret the loss of Lieutenant
Frederick H. Lawson, R.N.H., and his gallant
boat's crew of volunteers, who undoubtedly
perished with the-raider. The boarding parties
from the patrol equadfonsi have, throughout
the war, displayed the greatest skill and fear-
lessness in carrying out their hazardous work in
all weathers.

That the raider was intercepted and brought
to action is the result of much patient work
under' trying conditions. Much 'credit is due


